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Recklessly endangering the 
Criminal Code?

By Glen Dooley
So you have read “Finding Fault - Reform of the NT Criminal Code” elsewhere in this issue of Balance. 
Convinced of the need for change? For what it is worth, I’m definitely not. I might not be alone given 
recent discussions I have had with other practitioners and the news that the expected August passage of 
the bill has now been delayed to the October sittings at the earliest.
The bill throws up a mass of issues 192 are potentially the most
that, frankly, would take a whole 
issue of Balance to tackle. My effort 
is restricted to just a couple of issues 
and some general thoughts. I hope it 
might help spark some debate and 
resultant pressure on the Government 
to abandon the bill, or if it must 
proceed, to ensure the amendments 
are as fair as possible. I know I am 
challenging the views that include 
those of a Professor equipped with 
the surname “Fairall”, an unfair 
advantage in debates like this I 
suggest, yet I draw to your attention 
the following:

Giving thought to the
changes to the laws 
concerning sexual 

intercourse and acts of 
gross indecency without 

consent
I commence with this topic for two 
reasons. One, the proposed 
changes to section 192 are 
arguably the main selling point of 
this first stage of the full scale 
overhaul of the Criminal Code. Two, 
the proposed changes to section

dangerous and least justifiable of 
this first wave of amendments. In 
particularthe expanded definition of 
“reckless” in the proposed 192 (4A), 
the “not giving any thought” addition, 
is the most objectionable of the 
amendments.

In the Finding Fault paper, 
reference is made to a portion of 
the judgment of Kirby J in DPP (NT) 
v WJI. On the strength of the (very 
brief) portion of the judgment of His 
Honour extracted in the article, you 
might be excused for thinking 
Justice Kirby took aim at our 
Code’s formulation of sexual 
intercourse without consent and 
negatively criticised it. In fact His 
Honour’s judgment (which was one 
of three judgments, the others being 
the solo performance of Gleeson CJ 
and the duet of Gummow and 
Heydon JJ, that formed the majority 
decision upholding the majority 
opinion of our Court of Criminal 
Appeal) can be fairly read as a 
commendation of the state of our 
laws in this area. His Honour said 
(following a detailed analysis ofthe

Terri tory trials in alternative 
sentencing models, the CREDIT 

Court (NT) and Community 
Courts cont...

meaning of “Rom". The dividing line 
(if it exists) between law and culture 
is not clear.

There is a clear role emerging forthe 
Summary Courts in problem 
sentencing cases. As mentioned 
above there is a case for an alcohol 
court. A different style of court may 
be useful to manage a range of 
offenders (mental health, domestic

violence) through programs that 
improve their own lives, their families 
lives and the well-being of the 
community at large.®

ENDNOTES
1 Only the participants who 

completed the program more than 
12 months ago are considered in 
relation to re-offending.

state and history ofthe NT Criminal 
Code at paragraph 100):

“In such circumstances, it is not 
(my emphasis) self-evident that a 
person who engages in “sexual 
intercourse” with another, 
believing that other to be 
consenting to the “sexual 
intercourse”, should be liable to 
conviction of such a crime and 
exposed to condign punishment. 
This conclusion is not inapplicable 
simply because the other person 
was not in fact (His Honour’s 
emphasis) consenting and 
although the belief of the accused 
in the existence of consent might 
be viewed as unreasonable.”

His Honour (at paragraph 104 after 
having noted at paragraph 101 that 
the NT Criminal Code attaches 
criminal culpability where the 
accused’s conduct “involves a 
deliberate element (intention or 
foresight)” and noting at paragraph 
102 that the meaning of section 31 
of the Code “is consonant with the 
usual basic principles of criminal 
liability”) continues;

“Sexual intercourse without 
consent is a very serious offence 
and an affront to the human rights 
and human dignity ofthe victim. 
However, conviction ofthat crime 
carries very serious consequences 
forthe liberty, life and reputation 
ofthe prisoner. The suggestion of 
the dissenting judge below that his 
construction be adopted lest an 
accused person “in drink and 
lust...does not advert to the 
question of consent at all” is 
unpersuasive”.

It appears to me that His Honour, 
plainly a person of considerable 
learning and possessing as 
heightened an awareness ofthe rights 
of human beings as anyone,
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considers the NT Criminal Code to 
have embodied within it a sound 
balance between the competing 
interests ofthe victim and alleged 
perpetrator in this area. This is the 
balance that I contend is at risk at 
the hands of these proposed 
amendments. I wholly disagree that 
with the implied assertion of the 
authors of Finding Fault that His 
Honour was negatively criticising 
the NT Legislature for not amending 
the Code in this area. Arguably 
mischievously, the authors of 
Finding Fault, do not extract from 
His Honours judgment the very next 
sentence that follows from the one 
they do set out, the next sentence 
being:

“This would be unsurprising (my 
emphasis), given that it is the 
same approach as is adopted in 
the States with the major 
population centres of Australia 
and it is the approach that 
conforms to the foundation 
principles ofthe criminal law”.

Our present formulation of our “rape” 
laws is not maverick. It is fair. I note 
that the Model Criminal Code, the 
new touchstone for our Code, does 
not include the “not giving any 
thought” intrusion into the ambit of 
“recklessness” in its formulation of 
its “rape” provisions. The Model 
Code’s “rape” laws cover essentially 
the same territory in terms ofthe 
level of criminal intent required to 
support a charge as that we already 
have. It is disturbing that in the 
course ofthe first importation ofthe 
Model Code into our Code, that 
such a pivotal provision is tampered 
with in the manner proposed.

The “bloke” and “sheila” scenario in 
Finding Fault is only superficially 
and fleetingly impressive, it 
founders on the rocks of that 
bulwark of commonsense - the 
jury. It will be a rare case indeed 
where the guilty “bloke” will get to 
share his tale outside of a prison 
cell if all he has to offer is an 
“ostrich” defence. A jury will hardly 
be overwhelmed by protestations of 
“I never realised” in the great bulk 
of matters where the surrounding 
facts and circumstances of the 
case (the violence attached to the

sexual acts, the lack of any history 
of even the slightest acquaintance 
between the parties etc) render it 
impossible for a person not to have 
known that consent was an issue. 
In paragraph 106 of DPP (NT) v WJI 
Kirby J says:

“In practical terms, as pointed 
out by Bailey J, the prospects 
of a jury acquitting an accused 
of sexual intercourse without 
consent who had no reasonable 
basis for believing that the 
complainant had consented to 
the act, are extremely remote 
(my emphasis). That remote 
possibility affords no reason for 
this Court to distort the unique 
language ofthe NT Code and to 
exclude from application a basic 
feature of the criminal law 
expressed in s31.”

The practice ofthe criminal law in 
the NT bears these remarks out. 
The defence of saying “I didn’t even 
think about it” is simply unable to 
be used with any regularity. In the 
case involving “MrG” and his act of 
cunnilingus on a sleeping woman 
as mentioned in Finding Fault, the 
successful defence counsel, Brian 
Cassells, reports that a jury 
(consisting of 9 women and 4 men, 
including a reserve juror) acquitted 
his client after an eight hour 
deliberation. The factual 
circumstances ofthe case were so 
unusual he describes them (ortheir 
ilk) as previously unknown to him 
in thirty years of legal practice. The 
matter dated from September 1995 
and was prosecuted in October 
2004. I will not run through the full 
facts of the matter but they bear 
many of the hallmarks of those 
cases where alcohol-based 
confusion in the minds of the 
participants inescapably fuels the 
jury’s collective appreciation of 
reasonable doubt.

I suggest that DPP (NT) v WJI be 
given proper consideration by our 
legislators. It is not a proper basis 
forthe dismemberment of our Code 
in this area.

In my view the proposed changes 
to section 192 should be 
abandoned. If they must proceed,

heed should be taken of the 
thoughts of Justice Mildren, who, 
at the recent CLANT Bali 
conference, was heard to remark 
that if we were to get laws based 
on the Model Criminal Code we 
should get them in their purest form 
and as a whole. He noted the Model 
Laws have been formulated overthe 
years by many ofthe major legal 
minds in the area and we should, if 
we must, benefit from the total 
package of laws conceived as such.
It is my contention that the 
introduction ofthe “not giving any 
thought” additive to the formulation 
of “reckless” intent in section 192 
will result in real injustices. Juries 
will be led down the path of in reality 
substituting an objective test of 
“negligent” intent forthe subjective 
“reckless” intent. The problem will 
not be these “blokes” sharing 
stories with their mates “without 
threat of jail”, but blokes locked up 
sharing justifiable grievances with 
their fellow inmates (and their 
appeal lawyers?).

The premature death of 
Section 154 and the 

overhaul of the 
manslaughter laws

I tackle this next as the second of 
the headline-grabbing amendments 
that are proposed.

My major criticisms here are set out 
in the next part of this short piece 
- the general criticisms that go to 
the real need for any amendments
at all.

I will say that in my view section 
154 has proven a remarkably able 
“stop gap” charge in the course of 
its history. It is unique and it has 
grown in stature with the passage 
of time, given its regular use that 
has been seen to be appropriate by 
prosecution, defence and the 
bench. I note that in DPP (NT) v 
WJI at paragraph 105 Justice Kirby 
describes, without negative 
criticism, the section’s role in the 
overall scope of criminal 
responsibility here in the Territory 
that leaves us with “an approach to 
criminal responsibility different from
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that taken in the other Australian 
code jurisdictions arid similarto that 
observed in the non-code 
jurisdictions”. I have no difficulty in 
our formulation of criminal 
responsibility veering toward that in 
NSW, Victoria and South Australia 
ratherthan WA and Queensland.

The dumping of section 154 is going 
to lead to considerable confusion if 
it is to be replaced by the proposed 
laws. I contend that it neatly 
provides an acceptable objective 
dimension to criminal responsibility 
that is required given the more 
traditional but limited scope 
provided for in section 31. Section 
154 charges have that unique 
quality of being able to be tailored 
to each case. This is because as 
part of each 154 charge the 
particulars formulated to describe 
that dangerous act or omission of 
which the Crown complains arises 
from the case’s own fact scenario. 
In my experience, as a result of 
this, section 154 charges are 
surprisingly easy to explain to 
clients. Clients understand the 
factual elements ofthe charge and 
understand the advice that “no one 
is saying you meant to cause any 
harm but the prosecution is saying 
what you did was very seriously 
dangerous”. This will all be lost and 
replaced by this raft of the new 
“reckless or negligent” 
manslaughter, “recklessly 
endangering life”, “recklessly 
endangering serious harm”, 
“negligently causing serious harm” 
and “driving motor vehicle causing 
death or serious harm”. The fluidity 
and malleability of section 154 will 
be replaced by rigidity.

I do register my view that the 
possible extra four years of 
imprisonment that floats about on 
the basis that the risk taker was 
intoxicated is stretching the 
uniqueness of section 154 a bittoo 
far. However, in the practical 
application of the section, this 
unwanted bonus has not proven to 
result in the imposition of unjust 
sentences.

The penalties set underthese new
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provisions are of concern. At 
present the new manslaughter 
provides for a penalty of up to life 
imprisonment when the section 
contains both the “reckless” and 
“negligent” “fault elements”. Thus 
the Legislature provides the same 
penalty when the charge can be 
based on either of two “fault 
elements”, that differ in the depth 
of their inherent criminal culpability 
(“recklessness” being accepted as 
being a more reprehensible state of 
mind than “negligence”). Problems 
of the type considered in cases 
such as Cheung vR (185 ALR 111), 
where sentencing courts are called 
upon to try and discern the basis 
of a jury’s finding of guilt where 
alternative fact scenarios of differing 
levels of seriousness are available 
to found the verdict, will emerge. 
The new manslaughter charge must 
be split to have degrees of 
manslaughter based on either 
“recklessness” or “negligence”.

I also note the new “driving motor 
vehicle causing death or serious 
harm” charge (section 174G). In my 
view the maximum penalty of 10 
years is much too high where the 
charge is made out by driving 
merely “dangerously”, this driving 
causing the death of any person. 
Compare that with the requirement 
in section 154 that the dangerous 
driving cause “serious danger, 
actual or potential...”. In short, 
section 174G in its current state is 
arguably too strict, particularly in 
view ofthe penalties it provides.

Unnecessary reform 
done in haste?
The Territory gaols are packed. The 
per capita rate of imprisonment in 
the Territory soars above any other 
jurisdiction in Australia. The crime 
rate in most major types of property 
offences is dropping. Crimes of 
violence are, tragically, occurring at 
much the same frequency as 
always. No major area of crime is 
experiencing a surge in activity. 
Against this background, the 
Government might be expected to 
be looking at ways of remodelling 
its armoury of criminal laws to

reward the generally improved 
behaviour of Territorians not hoe into 
the Criminal Code with the effect of 
expanding the likelihood of criminal 
liability being attached to people’s 
actions. The time appears ripe to 
reassess the ongoing mandatory 
imprisonment provisions, the role 
that might be played by alternative 
responses to crime developed by 
our Aboriginal communities and the 
penalties attached to infringements 
ofthe Traffic Act, in particular the 
offence of driving whilst disqualified 
(sentences imposed pursuant to 
the Traffic Act account for nearly 
30% of all the prisoners in Territory 
prisons at any given moment). 
Right, yes, back to this article.

We are doing ourselves a great 
disservice by not paying due 
respect to the Criminal Code as it 
now stands. I do not detect any 
significant or sustained public 
demand for its effective 
supplantation by the Model Criminal 
Code.

The current Code is not perfect but 
it is also not providing a basis for 
regular injustice. The Territory 
Parliament has, as required, 
stepped in to modernise it when 
needed (for example the 1994 
modifications to sections dealing 
with serious sexual offences) and I 
assert that nothing so calamitous 
is taking place now in our criminal 
courts to justify the proposed 
changes.

For over 20 years the Code has 
been picked over by the bench and 
prosecutors and defence lawyers 
from all over the country (given our 
good fortune in attracting 
adventurous or desperate 
interstaters to augment our locally- 
trained practitioners) and survived 
in good shape. Our Code does have 
its peculiarities almost as it should. 
The NT is a pretty peculiar place. A 
body of NT law has grown up to 
explain, enrich and enliven the 
Code, making it increasingly a 
document well-adjusted to the 
Territory.
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The Code and its associated law 
must have permeated the 
community’s consciousness. Over 
20 years of so many Territorians 
being directly subject to its 
provisions or participating in trials 
conducted in accordance with it or 
watching with tremendous interest 
from the sidelines as alleged 
offenders and victims hang on the 
outcomes it governs, have learnt 
about it. The Code’s lexicon is 
understood or is at least familiar. 
The media has been awash with 
stories concerning its operation 
throughout its history. It is my 
contention that the criminal law 
should not be subject to radical 
change unless it is absolutely 
necessary. We have a Code in a 
bid to make the criminal law 
accessible to the average person 
in the hope that knowledge ofthe 
law might enhance adherence to it. 
Attainment of that goal is difficult 
but can only be made a lot more 
difficult if the rules are being altered 
in substance and / or being 
comprehensively re-labelled. The 
goal of keeping a steady criminal 
law in the NT seems particularly 
appropriate given that the former 
and concurrent criminal law of this 
land is thousands of years old.

The proposed changes will create 
a code within a code. I had a client 
recently in the Supreme Court 
facing a two - count indictment, the 
first an aggravated assault, the 
second an act of sexual intercourse 
without consent. It proceeded as a 
plea. I wonder how such an 
indictment would proceed as a trial

under this new code within a code 
scenario. The judge would have to 
go to section 31 and the available 
defences (if available) in regard to 
count 1. On count 2 the new world 
of “physical” and “fault” “elements” 
would be tackled. I envisage much, 
unnecessary, difficulty.

Finally, I note that the feedback from 
those jurisdictions that have gone 
down this proposed path of reform 
is not encouraging. A former NT 
Crown Prosecutor now working as 
a Crown Prosecutor in the ACT, the 
one jurisdiction that has thus far 
employed the Model Code in a 
mutated fashion as we propose to 
do here, reports that the criminal 
law practitioners and the bench are 
having serious difficulty interpreting 
and applying laws of the type 
proposed to be introduced into our 
Code.

Senior members of the NSW 
Criminal Bar speaking at the Bali 
conference, told the group that the 
NSW courts were having the same 
problems dealing with these type 
of provisions in the Commonwealth 
cases they were dealing with under 
the Commonwealth Crimes Act.

At the very least our Government 
should take time to fully examine 
what is going on in the ACT in this 
regard before finally committing to 
these reforms. Surely the chance 
to take advantage of using the 
Australian Capital Territorians as 
our guinea pigs is too good a 
chance to miss.®

Legal resources
Consumer and Business Affairs
The following information booklets are 
available from the NT Department of 
Consumer and Business Affairs:
* ‘A Guide to Renting in the 

Northern Territory’ - for Tenants 
and Landlords;

* Business Tenancies-‘A Guide for 
Professionals’;

* Business Tenancies-‘A Guide for

Landords’;
* Business Tenancies-A Guide for 

Tenants’; and
* ‘A Guide to the Northern Territory 

Associations Act 2003’.

Find Law Australia

Find Law Australia is a web resource 
found atwww.findlaw.com.au/.

The website features a range of legal

information forthe legal profession, 
students and the community.

The site has a search facility to find 
a law firm and links to recent cases, 
including those from the NT Supreme 
Court.

Find Law Australia provides links to 
a diverse range of other Australian 
legal resources on the internet.®
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